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Google Message Security Case Study



The Institute for Social Internet Public Policy practices what it preaches



BUSINESS



Company: Institute for Social Internet Public Policy Location: Boulder, Colorado Industry: Technology Challenges: The forward-thinking Internet consultancy, the Institute for Social Internet Public Policy, was finding its servers buckling under the growing volume of spam. Hitting the limits of an on-premise, roll-your-own anti-spam solution, the Institute recognized that, at this point in the organization’s growth, it needed to outsource its anti-spam solution to improve overall productivity and reduce overhead costs. Results: With Google Message Security powered by Postini, the ISIPP was able to dramatically reduce the amount of spam hitting its servers, improve workforce productivity, and increase employee satisfaction.



“We immediately saw a substantial decrease in the volume of unwanted mail that was coming into our network. Instead, it was stopped at Google’s servers and didn’t even come into our environment.” Anne P. Mitchell Chief Executive Officer



Challenge The Institute for Social Internet Public Policy (ISIPP) is at the forefront of analyzing and consulting on public policies and processes for spam, email, email deliverability, and the Internet. In this objective industry role, the Institute helps internet service providers identify spam and keep it out of their networks, and assists legitimate email senders in ensuring their email is accurately delivered to recipients rather than erroneously flagged as spam. In a classic example of the tale about the cobbler’s children, while the Institute recommended leading-edge anti-spam filters to its customers, the Institute itself had no such strong anti-spam shield for its servers. Recalls Anne P. Mitchell, CEO of the ISIPP and one of the authors of the CAN SPAM Act of 2003, “we were using an open source, on-premise product that initially worked fairly well but, as the Institute gained greater traction in the industry and beyond – and as spammers started scraping our email addresses – the level of spam hitting our servers reached a crescendo. We got to the point where we were adding more servers to handle our email volume and, by far, most of that volume was spam!” By late 2007, Mitchell had reached her limit with the existing anti-spam solution. “The bottom line is that it was impacting our bottom line. We were spending way too much time and money dealing with spam every day,” says Mitchell. “We had reached a point in our growth curve where it just didn’t make sense for us to be dealing with this problem in-house and we needed someone else to do our heavy lifting.”



“It’s been fantastic not to worry about one of our computers crashing because the tmp area was completely filled up with spam. It’s one headache that won’t be visited on anyone on our team and that’s a huge relief.” Solution With an eye to outsourcing the Institute’s anti-spam solution, Mitchell and her team began to evaluate the options. Mitchell put one of her trusted IT managers in charge of looking at the range of outsourced solutions and, when the manager presented the report, Mitchell “realized that everything I heard from the technical and the practicality sides pointed to Google,” Mitchell remembers. “We wanted a hosted solution that provided a smooth transition from our existing solution, was easy to use, had a high degree of efficacy, and was reasonably priced. Google Message Security, powered by Postini met all the criteria.” The decision to go with Google made, Mitchell and her team were enthusiastic about the solution once they began the actual implementation. Recalls Mitchell, “It was pretty compelling. When my IT manager showed me what she had put together and demonstrated how it worked, I remember looking at her and saying ‘Really? It’s that simple? Are you sure?’ And she assured me it was.”



Google Message Security Case Study



ABOUT Google Apps Security and Compliance Google Apps security and compliance products, powered by Postini, are available to businesses and organizations who want to make their existing email infrastructures more secure, compliant, and productive. The message security products protect you from spam and messaging threats The compliance products enable you to enforce message policy and content management, archive messages with discovery services, as well as secure your web browsing and encrypt your sensitive email. As a service, there is nothing to install or maintain, so you can start small and implement additional services as your requirements grow. For more information, visit www.google.com/a/security



Benefits The primary benefit of implementing Google Message Security, according to Mitchell, is that “the productivity of our users has skyrocketed, because they simply don’t have to spend their time sifting through their inboxes to manually delete spam,” says Mitchell. “It’s not like we don’t think about it at all anymore – everyone still looks in their spam folder once a day to make sure nothing has gotten caught in there that shouldn’t have, but that’s an order of magnitude less intrusive on our time and productivity than it used to be.” Mitchell also likes the quarantine summary email that arrives in her users’ inboxes every night. “It helps remind people to look in their spam folder if they’ve forgotten, so that’s a nice feature that keeps us on top of the issue,” notes Mitchell. Results According to Mitchell, the Institute “immediately saw a substantial decrease in the volume of unwanted mail that was coming into our network. Instead, it was stopped at Google’s servers and didn’t even come into our environment.” The efficacy of the Google solution has had an “enormous impact not just on productivity, but also on the quality of work life because the people who had to deal with some server blow-up due to spam volume once or twice a month no longer have those weekend, late night, and Monday morning surprises,” says Mitchell. “It’s been fantastic not to worry about one of our computers crashing because the tmp area was completely filled up with spam. It’s one headache that won’t be visited on anyone on our team and that’s a huge relief.”



© Copyright 2008. Google is a trademark of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated. SS94-0810
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